ACOUSTONE acoustical ceilings
now with the proved
AIRSON SYSTEM

only the
AIRSON SYSTEM
has all these
ADVANTAGES

* Provides an acoustical ceiling that will remain permanently clean
* No-draft heating or cooling
* Completely uniform air distribution — even in large areas
* Uniform static pressure
* Minimum frictional loss through tapered slots
* Volume and velocity in air jets
* No “dead spots”—means proper air turbulence
* Ample draft-free, well distributed air
* A “balanced” ceiling without removing any part
* Lower costs.

Also available with Airson Air-Flow Runner which takes the place of a conventional inverted T suspended acoustical ceiling with a drop-in acoustical ceiling board. We provide complete engineering service for the mechanical engineer and the architect.

Welch-Erwin Corporation
Phone CHapel 3-6638
P. O. Box 681
Albuquerque, N. M.

NOW GAS AIR CONDITIONING MAY BE SPECIFIED FOR ANY JOB

New, space-saving gas systems make the installation of both residential and commercial year-round air conditioning simple and quick.

Gas heating and cooling can be provided from a single unit — or, new gas add-on units may be attached to existing central heating systems to furnish twelve months of comfort.

For complete details on all the advantages and economy of gas air conditioning, call or write

SOUTHERN UNION GAS COMPANY
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